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NextGen Mandate
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Budget 2018 announced the government’s intention to 

identify options for a long-term and sustainable pay system 

alternative. In Budget 2019, the GC reiterated this 

commitment.

TBS’ Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO), as the digital 

advisors, and Office of the Chief Human Resources Officer (OCHRO), 

as the business owner, are working together as the NextGen team to 

identify options.

NextGen has initiated an iterative dialogue with vendors as 

a means to identify the technological options that will 

address the HR and Pay needs of the GC.

A new solution will be driven by the GC’s business needs, which 

will be informed by engagement with employees, unions, HR 

practitioners at all stages of design and delivery.
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Best Practices

The NextGen team has applied the following lessons learned in its design of a way 
forward proposal. 

Phoenix relies on a complex system
of 33 different HR systems feeding
data through 5 different interfaces

Vendors have confirmed that best-
in-class systems integrate both the
HR and Pay functions

Piloting a potential replacement
system will allow for course
correction or recognition that the
replacement is not appropriate for
the Government of Canada

To ensure that decisions are not
driven by the amount of funds
available, funds should be explicitly
included to meet contingencies that
arise during the course of the project

A strong governance structure
should be in place under the
leadership of a Project Sponsor,
who should be the single point of
accountability

Through an Agile Procurement
Process, officials have worked with
potential vendors in real-time and
assessed their abilities through a
series of evaluation “Gates”

This assessment should be ongoing

We need to assess our readiness for
a transition to a new HR and Pay
system – whether the right systems
are in place, whether data is of
sufficient quality, and whether more
training is required

The Project Sponsor should have
access to third party, independent
advice



Adopting an Agile Approach
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Smaller/faster sprints

AGILE

Gated Approach

Course corrections as needed throughout the 
process

Scope is flexible and adaptable

Interaction with vendors and users is ongoing

Enables industry feedback, best practices

Process run in its entirety

TRADITIONAL WATERFALL

Course corrections only available at the 
end of the process

Scope is determined and set

Limited interactions with vendors 
and users

All requirements need to be 
known and documented up front

Long  blackout contractual periods

The NextGen team has adopted an agile method to support an 

iterative conversation with industry and stakeholders.
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Working through a Gated Approach

Launch of 
Gate One

Gate One
“Show Us”

Gate Two
“Let Us”

Gate Three
“Convince Us”

Launched October 1 Launched November 23 Spring 2019

Achievements 
by Spring 2019

• Viable market 
solution(s)

• Engagement with users 
and vendors

• Recommended system 
options

Decrease in number of Qualified Vendors

STEPS
within each gate

Step 1: 
Information Sharing 

Step 2: 
Co-Design

Step 3: 
Development

Step 4: Evaluation



Working Through a Gated Approach – Gate One
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Align with GC Digital Standards Demonstrate Corporate Capabilities

User Experience – can be used on a 
variety of platforms (e.g., mobile)

Cloud – can be offered through 
Software as a Service (Saas)

Interoperability – communication 
between other solutions 

Accessibility – meet Web Compliance 
Accessibility Guidelines

Official Languages – available in both 
English and French

Security Certification and Data 
Residency

Scalability

IP must be owned by the bidder

Platform owner to be prime 
contractor

Commercial Demonstration 
Environment (Sandbox)

Costing Model 

Socio-Economic Development 
Benefits – how a partnership with 
the GC could provide benefits to 
Canadians



Working Through a Gated Approach - Gate Two 
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Align with GC Business Capabilities, 
Outcomes and Solution Architecture 

Hands on User Experience

Implementation, Sustain Support and 
Socio-Economic Benefits

Enables users to compete tasks and 
goals effectively and efficiently 

Allows users to complete tasks in 
complex usage scenarios

Digitally enables the GC to deliver, 
sustain and evolve required outcomes

Supports integration with future 
products or services

Includes management lifecycle and 
supporting practices for security 
incident responses

Privacy

Key activities the vendor will support 
during implementation

Explain largest implementation failure 
and lessons learned

* Gate One Requirements, such as 
interoperability, accessibility and 
official languages will be further 
tested during Gate Two. 



Working Through a Gated Approach - Gate Three 
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Solution Partnership

Costing

Contract Terms and Conditions

Change managements capacity and 
strategy 

Potential deployment models and 
roadmap

Data cleansing, migration and 
governance approach

Pay rules and pay load 
testing

Solution, pilot and enterprise 
implementation costing

Maintenance and on-going costs

* Of the five vendors in Gate Two, 
three have been successful in 
advancing to Gate Three.

Service level agreement



Engagement Built-in
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E X T E R N A L  E N G A G E M E N T

I N T E R N A L  E N G A G E M E N T

O R G A N I Z AT I O N SI N D U S T R Y
• Vendors

• Consulting firms

• Other Governments (Alberta, 

Australia, California)

• Large enterprises

• Digital Advisory 

Board

D E PA R T M E N T S

U N I O N S

U S E R S

C O M M U N I T Y  O F  
S P E C I A L I S T S

U N I Q U E  D E PA R T M E N T S

• Core public service

• Central agencies

• Agencies/Crown Corporations 

• Individual pay system

(DND, RCMP, CRA)

• Secure environments

(CSE, CSIS)

• CFOs

• CIOs 

• Heads of HR

• Accessibility 

• Security

• Deputy Ministers

• Ministers

• Parliamentary Committees

• Bargaining agents

• PSPC

• SSC, PSC, CSPS

• Official Languages

• UX/UI Design

• Enterprise 

Architecture Review 

Board

S E N I O R  O F F I C I A L S

• Employees

• HR practitioners

• Compensation Advisors

• Managers

L E A R N I N G S

• Industry best practices

• Lessons learned from similar 

undertakings

• Interoperability with existing systems

• Compatibility requirements

• User interface

• Functionality (e.g. onboarding, talent 

management, recruitment)

• Security 

• Accessibility 

• Complex work environments 

• Business transformation

• Data migration

• Cloud Connectivity

P R O J E C T  PA R T N E R S

E N G A G E M E N T

• Parliamentary Briefings

• HR Workshops

• Industry Day

• Online - #NextGenHRPay

The NextGen Team has initiated a broad engagement strategy with external and 
internal stakeholders to ensure investments are both strategic and representative.
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Work to Date

Engagement

• Engaged with users, unions and HR practitioners throughout the process to gather business outcomes, 
capabilities and requirements

• Through a comprehensive engagement effort we have heard from more than 3,000 public servants
(i.e. workshops, surveys, emails and social media)

• Established a positive relationship with Unions through regular on-going dialogues as well as the 
creation of a Joint Union Management Meeting for Next Generation HR and Pay. The new committee 
has met monthly since December 2018 

• Consulting with organizations who have been through similar transformations

Viable
marketplace 

solutions

• Hosted an Industry Day to launch the Agile Procurement Process with 90 in-person participants 
representing 46 vendors and 25 employees from various departments which included Canada 
Revenue Agency, Public Services and Procurement Canada and Shared Services Canada)

• Identified HR and Pay solutions and services that are proven, scalable and follow GC standards and 
principles

• Assessed solutions with users through use of real scenarios and case studies (173 users participated 
in testing for Gate 2 of the Agile Procurement Process and 60 Subject Matter Experts were engaged 
in formal evaluations)

HR 
Transformation

• Considered areas requiring HR transformation, including change management and process re-
engineering

• Implemented first phases of an Engagement Plan to validate a draft GC People Management Business 
Reference Model and capture business transformation needs

• Identified and documented the pay rules defined in the 27 collective agreements of the Core Public 
Administration
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Way Forward

• Provide options and recommendations on a way forward for a new HR 
and pay solution

• Finalize Gate Three of the agile procurement process

• Seek required funding and authorities

• Work with vendors and stakeholders to develop the best options, 
including pilot projects that will allow for further testing


